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Abstract. Energetic radiation belt electron fluxes can un-
dergo sudden dropouts in response to different solar wind
drivers. Many physical processes contribute to the electron
flux dropout, but their respective roles in the net electron de-
pletion remain a fundamental puzzle. Some previous stud-
ies have qualitatively examined the importance of magne-
topause shadowing in the sudden dropouts either from obser-
vations or from simulations. While it is difficult to directly
measure the electron flux loss into the solar wind, radial dif-
fusion codes with a fixed boundary location (commonly uti-
lized in the literature) are not able to explicitly account for
magnetopause shadowing. The exact percentage of its con-
tribution has therefore not yet been resolved. To overcome
these limitations and to determine the exact contribution in
percentage, we carry out radial diffusion simulations with
the magnetopause shadowing effect explicitly accounted for
during a superposed solar wind stream interface passage, and
quantify the relative contribution of the magnetopause shad-
owing coupled with outward radial diffusion by comparing
with GPS-observed total flux dropout. Results indicate that
during high-speed solar wind stream events, which are typ-
ically preceded by enhanced dynamic pressure and hence a
compressed magnetosphere, magnetopause shadowing cou-
pled with the outward radial diffusion can explain about 60–
99 % of the main-phase radiation belt electron depletion near
the geosynchronous orbit. While the outer region (L∗ > 5)
can nearly be explained by the above coupled mechanism,
additional loss mechanisms are needed to fully explain the
energetic electron loss for the inner region (L∗

≤ 5). While
this conclusion confirms earlier studies, our quantification
study demonstrates its relative importance with respect to
other mechanisms at different locations.

Keywords. Magnetospheric physics (Solar wind-
magnetosphere interactions)

1 Introduction

Reductions of energetic electron flux in the outer radiation
belt can generally be attributed to (a) adiabatic motion (i.e.,
Dst effect) (Kim and Chan, 1997) that radially transports par-
ticles adiabatically following a configuration change in the
magnetosphere to conserve the three adiabatic invariants (µ,
K, φ) and (b) nonadiabatic processes, such as the loss caused
by pitch-angle scattering via various cyclotron wave–particle
interaction, which leads to electron precipitation to the low-
altitude atmosphere (e.g.,Lyons et al., 1972; Thorne et al.,
2005; Summers et al., 2007a, b; Millan et al., 2007) as well as
the loss across the magnetopause (i.e., magnetopause shad-
owing) into the interplanetary space (e.g.,Desorgher et al.,
2000; Ohtani et al., 2009; Ukhorskiy et al., 2006, 2011).
Magnetopause shadowing is often caused by either an in-
ward motion of the magnetopause that opens up the previ-
ously closed particle drift shells and depletes the particles
or by outward motion of the particles that subsequently en-
counter the magnetopause boundary. Magnetopause shadow-
ing is usually coupled with outward radial diffusion (Schulz
and Lanzerotti, 1974) as the sudden loss to the magnetopause
generates a sharp gradient that further drives particles out-
wards and then through the magnetopause onto open drift
shells. While adiabatic processes allow electron flux in the
storm recovery phase, depleted in the main phase, to return
to its pre-storm level, many events associated with storm
main-phase dropouts do not recover (Reeves et al., 2003).
A statistical study byLi et al. (2009) found that the develop-
ment of a storm leads to a net decrease of relativistic elec-
trons in the outer radiation belt. The flux dropout in such a
case can only be a result of nonadiabatic processes that per-
manently remove the energetic electrons from the system.
Several different mechanisms fall into this “nonadiabatic”
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category; however, they are likely to act together and the rel-
ative role of each mechanism remains an open question (see
Turner et al., 2013, for a review).

Observational analysis, aided by a variety of spacecraft
measurements, provides a useful means of investigating the
mechanism(s) possibly responsible for the rapid dropout in
the outer radiation belt. For example, analysis of a number
of satellite measurements (e.g.,Bortnik et al., 2006; Millan
et al., 2010; Turner et al., 2012) has suggested that loss to
the magnetopause plays a major role in depleting the en-
ergetic electrons near and outside the geosynchronous or-
bit during storm main phases, while atmosphere precipita-
tion has a much less significant contribution.Morley et al.
(2010b) studied a rapid loss of energetic electrons observed
by the GPS constellation and found that the loss at and be-
yond geosynchronous orbit is highly correlated with the mo-
tion of the magnetopause.Matsumura et al.(2011) presented
the correlation between the outer radiation belt boundary lo-
cation and the magnetopause location, suggesting that the
magnetopause shadowing plays a major role in the variation
of the outer radiation belt. Besides the above case studies,
Meredith et al.(2011) conducted a superposed epoch analy-
sis of energetic electron dropouts during 42 high-speed solar-
wind-stream- (HSS) driven storms and found no evidence
for enhanced precipitation of MeV electron during the main-
phase dropout and suggested that the decrease in the MeV
electron flux is not caused by the precipitation to the atmo-
sphere. This result was confirmed using a different set of HSS
drivers byHendry et al.(2012).

Some of the above studies qualitatively compared the pre-
cipitation signature and the dropout in the electron radia-
tion belt, and since no significant precipitation was observed
in the highL shell, the authors concluded that the magne-
topause shadowing contributes most of the electron dropout.
Some of the studies correlated the radiation belt variability
with the magnetopause location and suggested the similar
conclusion based on a high-correlation relationship. None of
these studies, however, directly examined the loss to the so-
lar wind since the loss out of the magnetopause boundary is
difficult to measure.

On the other hand, radiation belt numerical modeling (e.g.,
Desorgher et al., 2000; Brautigam and Albert, 2000; Kim
et al., 2008, 2010, 2012; Su et al., 2011b; Subbotin et al.,
2011) has the advantage for researchers that by manipulat-
ing the code and switching on/off the mechanisms of inter-
est, their relative importance in the flux dropout can be re-
vealed. For example,Kim et al. (2008) numerically studied
the extent of the drift loss/magnetopause shadowing under
different solar wind pressure or IMFBz conditions through
drift path tracing, using the guiding-center method, and es-
timated the relative decrease of the MeV electron flux when
pressure or IMFBz is enhanced. Using a variable bound-
ary condition from the satellite CRRES,Shprits et al.(2006)
simulated the main-phase depletion and concluded that the
radial diffusion can effectively propagate the nonadiabatic

boundary flux variations down toL∗ = 4 and that the pos-
sible magnetopause loss in the variable boundary conditions
together with the radial transport can account for the main-
phase flux dropout.Su et al.(2011b) investigated the rela-
tive contribution of different loss mechanisms by comparing
a CRRES-observed dropout with 3-D electron radiation belt
modeling by gradually including more processes in the code.
They found that the magnetopause shadowing together with
adiabatic transport overestimate the electron flux outsideL

of 5 but underestimate that insideL of 5 and that a further
introduction of the plume wave–particle interaction remark-
ably captures the 1 MeV electron flux profile.

These modeling studies shed some light on the relative im-
portance of magnetopause shadowing in depleting the elec-
tron radiation belt, but again, none of these simulations quan-
titatively reported the contribution of magnetopause shadow-
ing. Exactly how much of the loss is caused by this mecha-
nism? What is the relative percentage of its contribution in
the total dropout? This study will tackle this issue by us-
ing GPS observations combined with radial diffusion sim-
ulations to quantify its contribution in HSS ensemble events.

In radiation belt modeling, the outer boundary, with appro-
priate boundary conditions, can highly control the dynamic
evolution of the radiation belt. The outer boundary condition
can propagate any loss or acceleration information inward,
influencing the dynamics in the radiation belt including an
ultimate depletion of the electron population away from the
radiation belt (e.g.,Shprits et al., 2006). The outer boundary
of the radiation belt is commonly placed at a fixed drift shell
to model the trapped radiation belt electron population, with
a boundary condition derived from measurements such as
geosynchronous observations or CRESS and POLAR mea-
surements (e.g.,Brautigam and Albert, 2000; Shprits et al.,
2006) or based on a kappa-type distribution function as used
in Su et al.(2011a).

Such a fixed drift shell is incapable of representing the
time-varying magnetopause boundary, and the data-inferred
boundary condition carries the net outcome of competing
mechanisms. Therefore the real loss into the solar wind can-
not be truly identified. To study the effect of magnetopause
shadowing on the depletion of energetic electrons, the bound-
ary of the radiation belt modeling is required to be explicitly
set at the last closed drift shell across which the ultimate
electron loss occurs. This last closed drift shell, however,
is not only time varying but alsoK (bounce-motion-related
adiabatic invariant) dependent, which is associated with the
drift shell splitting in a nondipolar magnetic field (Roederer,
1970). In this study, aK-dependent boundary is implemented
in the radial diffusion model to be consistent with the simu-
lation of the trapped electrons under a particularK coordi-
nate. This boundary also varies with time according to the
upstream solar wind conditions. Such a boundary can ac-
count for the magnetopause shadowing as well as the drift
splitting, and the amount of electron loss into the solar wind
can be explicitly quantified.
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This paper primarily focuses on quantifying the relative
contribution of magnetopause shadowing in the electron flux
dropouts during 67 HSS events (fromMorley et al., 2010a)
by simulating the magnetopause shadowing effect in the 1-
D radial diffusion model. Section 2 describes the GPS data
that will be used to obtain the total electron loss during HSS
dropout events. Section 3 presents the methodology for car-
rying out radial diffusion simulations using a time-varying,
K-dependent last closed drift shell boundary to explicitly
capture the magnetopause shadowing. The quantitative com-
parison with GPS observations of the relative flux decrease
during the superposed HSS event is shown in Sect. 4.

2 Data

In this study, we use the superposed epoch results of inter-
planetary and geomagnetic parameters from 67 HSS events
spanning from year 2005 to 2008 studied byMorley et al.
(2010a) (Fig. 1). The zero epoch time is taken at the time
when the east–west solar wind flow (Vy) deflection reverses.
The median Dst index minimizes around−22 nT, and the
median Kp approaches 4 at maximum. Although over 75 %
of these events have a minimum Dst above−35 nT, and
would therefore typically not be identified as storms (Loewe
and Prölss, 1997), they display a consistent response that is
qualitatively storm-like. In the following, we will refer to the
superposed median parameters of these events as a “typi-
cal HSS event”. The rapid increase in the solar wind speed
and solar wind number density in these events leads to en-
hancement of the solar wind dynamic pressure. This ensures
an inward motion of the magnetopause and thereby a com-
pressed magnetosphere during the HSS event, providing a
good example of examining the real electron loss due to mag-
netopause shadowing. Note that the solar wind at epoch of 0
is already in the transition to a high dynamic pressure, so the
last closed drift shell (shown later) starts to move inward be-
fore zero epoch.

The GPS data used here are obtained from the CXD (com-
bined X-ray dosimeter) instrument package (Distel et al.,
1999). Energetic electrons are measured by two subsystems:
the low-energy particle (LEP) subsystem resolves 0.14 to
> 1.25 MeV electrons into five energy channels; the high-
energy X-ray and particle (HXP) subsystem resolves 1.3 to
> 5.8 MeV electrons into six energy channels (see alsoDen-
ton and Cayton, 2011). The CXD electron count rates are
inverted to obtain the omni-directional differential number
flux, j , by solving the spectral inversion function (Ginet
et al., 2013)

y = δt

∫
G(E)j (E)d E + b, (1)

wherey is a vector of observed counts,δt is the integration
time, G is a vector of energy-geometric factors (response
functions),j (E) is the omni-directional differential particle

Fig. 1. Superposed solar wind and magnetospheric conditions of
67 high-speed solar-wind stream (HSS) events that occurred dur-
ing the period 2005–2008, fromMorley et al. (2010a). The zero
epoch time is taken at the time when the east–west solar wind flow
(Vy ) deflection reverses. The median Dst index minimized around
−22 nT and the Kp approaches 4 at maximum. The increased solar
wind velocity and density during the HSS events result in a com-
pressed magnetosphere and thus a good example of studying the
magnetopause shadowing.

flux at energyE, andb is a vector of expected background
counts. The instrument response functions have been derived
through extensive Monte Carlo modeling of the instrument
package.

Following previous work, and consistent with observation
(Cayton et al., 1989; Varotsou et al., 2008; Denton et al.,
2010), a relativistic Maxwellian energy spectrum is assumed
in the inversion procedure:

j (E) = E(1 + E/E0/2) e(q1+q2E), (2)

where the constantE0 is the rest energy of the particle
species (511 keV for electrons). The inversion of Eq. (1) is
carried out using InvLib, a C inversion library developed by
Paul O’Brien at Aerospace Corporation and used in the data
preparation for the AE9/AP9/SPM radiation belt climatol-
ogy model (seeGinet et al., 2013, and references therein).
For each time we assess the goodness of fit of the relativistic
Maxwellian and discard those data that cannot adequately be
described by the chosen energy spectrum.
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In order to compare with the following simulation re-
sults, the GPS omni-directional differential flux is sorted in
the drift shellL∗ coordinate, averaging over magnetic lo-
cal time. The determination of the drift shellL∗ generally
requires a global magnetospheric configuration as the com-
putation involves numerical tracing of global magnetic field
lines (Roederer, 1970). Instead, in this study, the recently de-
velopedL∗ neural network (Koller et al., 2009; Koller and
Zaharia, 2011; Yu et al., 2012) is employed to compute the
drift shells where the GPS instruments were located dur-
ing all of the 67 HSS events. TheL∗ neural network has
been proven to be efficient while preserving high accuracy
with a prediction efficiency of 99.7 % (Yu et al., 2012) when
comparing to the traditional time-consuming numerical field-
line tracing method. TheL∗ neural network employed here
was trained from the T89 empirical magnetic field model
(Tsyganenko, 1989) and was run through the SpacePy soft-
ware package (Morley et al., 2010c).

3 Methodology

The one-dimensional radial diffusion model simplified from
the Fokker–Plank equation with a loss term is used to simu-
late the evolution of phase space density (PSD) distribution
f (L∗, t) of the trapped radiation belt energetic electron dur-
ing the above superposed HSS event:

∂f (L∗, t)

∂t
|µ,K = L∗2 ∂

∂L∗

(
DLL

L∗2

∂f (L∗, t)

∂L∗

)
−

f (L∗, t)

τ
, (3)

whereDLL is the radial diffusion coefficient adapted from
the empirical result inBrautigam and Albert(2000):

DLL
(
Kp, L∗

)
= 10(0.506Kp−9.325) L∗10, Kp ∈ [1, 6], (4)

where the Kp index follows the superposed median value of
the above 67 HSS events. The electron lifetimeτ is set to
be one minute once it migrates across the magnetopause, im-
plying a prompt loss of radiation belt electrons into the solar
wind. Different timescales were tested, including 0.1, 5, and
10 min, and no significant difference is found in the PSD at
L∗

≤ 7.0, indicating that the selected lifetime would not con-
siderably influence the results near geosynchronous orbit as
long as it is in timescales of drift periods.

3.1 Initial condition and outer boundary

The initial condition is determined from DREAM (the Dy-
namic Radiation Environment Assimilation Model) (Reeves
et al., 2012) for different (µ, K) combinations. DREAM
performs data assimilation using an ensemble Kalman filter
technique (Koller et al., 2007) by combining PSD data with
a 1-D radial diffusion model. The input PSD data are con-
verted from flux observations from three LANL-GEO satel-
lites, one GPS satellite (ns41), and the POLAR spacecraft in
the second half of 2002. The conversion from flux to PSD
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Fig. 2. The initial condition used in the radial diffusion simulations
for differentµ andK combinations. The initial conditions are ob-
tained from averaging over quiet-time radiation belt data assimila-
tion results in 2002 after running DREAM (the Dynamic Radiation
Environment Assimilation Model;Reeves et al., 2012) using data
from three LANL-GEO, one GPS, and the POLAR spacecraft.

follows the algorithms described inChen et al.(2005). The
PSD is assimilated at differentµ andK coordinates, i.e.,µ
at 167.0, 462.0, 1051.0, or 2083.0 MeV G−1 andK at 0.005,
0.01, 0.03, or 0.1 G1/2 RE . The quiet-time- (Dst> −20 nT)
assimilated PSD (µ, K, L∗) during this half-year period is
then averaged over time, which is subsequently applied as
the initial condition in this study as displayed in Fig.2.

The outer boundary is a crucial element in the radiation
belt modeling owing to its high-impact modulation on the
systematic variation. In this study, the outer boundary in the
radial diffusion model represents the last closed drift shell,
which is the magnetopause boundary. We will conduct a
group of radial diffusion simulations with differentK val-
ues, so the outer boundary (i.e., the last closed drift shell)
must beK consistent, i.e., the last closed drift shell is a func-
tion ofK value. Because of the drift shell splitting (Roederer,
1970) and ever-changing magnetospheric configurations, the
K parameter cannot be simply related to one pitch angle on
the last closed drift shell. Therefore the following steps are
carried out to obtain the outer boundary at a certainK pa-
rameter (K0): (1) a bisection iterative method is applied in
tracing each drift shells from the midnight meridian until the
last closed drift shellL∗

max(α) is determined for a set of equa-
torial pitch angleα ranging from 20 to 90◦; (2) the above
procedure also provides the correspondingK parameter at
the last closed drift shell for a specific equatorial pitch angle,
i.e., K(α); (3) theseL∗

max(K(α)) are then interpolated into
L∗

max(K0).
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(a)	  

(b)	  

Fig. 3. (a)The color contour of the last closed drift shell (L∗
max) as a function ofK parameter (y axis). TheL∗

max is obtained by numerically
tracing magnetic field lines with the bisection technique on the midnight equator with a particular pitch angle using the T89 magnetic field
model. Different pitch angles spanning from 20 (top trace) to 90◦ (bottom trace) are used to calculate the last closed drift shellL∗

max and
correspondingK parameter. The traces represent the result of different pitch angles.(b) The interpolated last closed drift shell for specificK

values. This represents the magnetopause location in the radiation belt radial diffusion model.

Figure3a shows the last closed drift shell obtained from
different pitch angles (shown by traces along the time, with
the top ones computed with smaller pitch angles). The last
closed drift shell appears to be more outward (darker red)
when the pitch angle is intermediate (around 50◦) than that
with smaller pitch angle or larger pitch angle. The possi-
ble reason is that the particle with intermediate pitch angles
undergoes a Shabansky orbit (Shabansky, 1971; Öztürk and
Wolf, 2007; Ukhorskiy et al., 2011) in which it does not come
across the equator but bounces within one hemisphere, allow-
ing a larger drift shell until it encounters the magnetopause
boundary (seeKim et al., 2008, for an illustration). The
quasi-periodic daily evolution of the last drift shell is caused
by the warping of the tail current sheet across the magnetic
equator in the T89 magnetic field model (Tsyganenko, 1989)
that is used to account for the geodipole tilt angle. During
the storm main-phase of the superposed HSS event, the last
closed drift shell clearly moves inwards (blue coloring) and
the K parameter increases because of the stretching in the
magnetotail. Figure3b shows the interpolated last closed
drift shell at particularK values for the desired simulations.
For smallerK values (around 0.005 and 0.01 G1/2 RE), the
last closed drift shell shows a small discrepancy; however, it
can significantly differ (up to 0.5) whenK becomes larger.

3.2 From simulated PSD to flux

Exhibited in Fig.4a is the phase space density simulation re-
sult for (µ, K) of (462.0 MeV G−1, 0.03 G1/2 RE) with drift

loss to the corresponding boundary. The phase space den-
sity is significantly reduced near the epoch time when the
enhanced solar wind dynamic pressure compresses the mag-
netosphere, resulting in permanent electron loss to the solar
wind. The goal of this work is to quantify the effect of mag-
netopause shadowing on the flux dropout of trapped radiation
belt electrons via quantitative comparisons between simula-
tion results and GPS observation. While GPS measures count
rates, these are inverted to omni-directional differential flux
as a function of energy (in Sect. 2); in order to allow for
direct comparison with the GPS flux observation, the sim-
ulated PSDf (µ, K, ∗) results are also converted to omni-
directional differential fluxj (E). The conversion procedure
is hereby summarized as follows:

1. “Fly” 24 stationary virtual satellites on the midnight
equator from 4.0 to 10.0RE with 0.25RE separation
and calculateL∗(α) at these positions with 18 different
pitch angles (from 5 to 90◦) using the T89L∗ neural
network technique (Yu et al., 2012) (K parameter is a
by-product along this step).

2. InterpolateL∗(α(K0)) into the drift shell with the
K value in the simulations (i.e.,L∗(K)), and extract
from the simulated PSDf (µ, K, L∗) for all virtual
satellites, which together should reproduce the original
simulated radiation belt PSD environment (Fig.4b).

www.ann-geophys.net/31/1929/2013/ Ann. Geophys., 31, 1929–1939, 2013
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Fig. 4. (a) One example of the simulated phase space density atµ of 462.0 MeV G−1 andK of 0.03G1/2 RE in the superposed HSS
event with the magnetopause shadowing explicitly accounted for.(b) The reconstructed PSD from 24 stationary “satellites” at the midnight
equatorial plane.(c) The converted flux inL∗ space at energy level of 0.649 MeV following the procedure described in Sect. 3.2.(d) The
superposed GPS flux observations from 67 HSS events at the energy level of 0.649 MeV.

3. The extracted PSDf (µ, K, L∗) at each virtual satellite
is subsequently converted to fluxj (α, E, r) using the
following equation:

j (α, E, r) = f
(
µ, K, L∗

)
·

(
E2

+ 2E0E
)
/

3.3 × 10−8
( c

MeVcm

)3
, (5)

where the differential flux j is in units of
cm−2 s−1 sr−1 keV−1 and PSD f is in units of
c3/(MeV cm)3 (Chen et al., 2005). The differential
flux is consequently integrated over the solid angle to
obtain the omni-directional fluxj (E; r).

4. Sort the flux output from all virtual satellites byL∗

(taking the average at theL∗ grid if overlap occurs for
multiple satellite results), which is shown in Fig.4c.
The relative change in the omni-directional flux from
pre-dropout to the minimum dropout time will be
compared with the observed flux change as described
below.

4 Quantitative results

Figure 4c shows the simulated omni-directional flux (con-
verted from simulated phase space density) at 0.65 MeV after
carrying out the above procedures. The reason that it lacks
data in larger drift shells is because the conversion from
PSD to the flux invokes interpolation over a particular en-
ergy grid (here is 0.65 MeV) that falls outside the available

energy range associated with the prescribed (µ, K) combi-
nations and no extrapolation is done in this study for the pur-
pose of preserving the overall accuracy. Figure4d displays
the GPS-observed omni-directional flux superposed from
67 HSS events. Both the simulated and observed flux show a
rapid decrease across a wideL∗ range within a few hours im-
mediately after the magnetopause boundary moves inward.
Although the magnitude of the simulated flux is higher than
the observation withinL∗ of 4.5–6.0, the simulation nearly
captures the rapid flux decrease with the same timescale in
the dropout time. Note that no source mechanism is intro-
duced in the entire simulation, which may be sufficiently
valid during the HSS dropout time period because gener-
ally no large competing acceleration (source) process takes
place during the dropout time period (a similar assumption
was made byKim et al. (2010)). Such an exclusion of the
source term in the model also explains why the observed flux
returns to a higher level in the recovery phase than the sim-
ulated flux. Since the simulation reproduces the rapid flux
dropout to a large degree despite the different magnitude in
the flux than the observation, only the relative change in the
dropout time (from the pre-dropout to the minimum dropout
time) is examined in this study to investigate how much of
the total radiation belt electron loss (as observed by the GPS)
can be explained by drift loss to the magnetopause bound-
ary coupled with outward radial diffusion (as implemented
in the simulation). Figure5 shows the flux at differentL∗

locations from the simulation and GPS observations. We use
the shaded regions spanning over the time axis to obtain the
averaged flux for two “instances” (i.e., pre-dropout time and
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minimum dropout time). The relative flux change is parame-
terized by∣∣jmin − jpre

∣∣
jpre

, (6)

where “min” stands for the time of minimum flux dropout
(i.e., 5 h after the epoch zero time, with±5 h spanning to av-
erage for better statistics), and “pre” means the pre-dropout
time (12 h before the epoch, with±3 h spanning). By taking
the ratio between the relative flux change in the simulation
resulting from the magnetopause shadowing coupled with
the outward radial diffusion, and the relative flux change in
the observation resulting from all loss mechanisms, we can
quantify the percentage contribution of the magnetopause
shadowing plus the radial diffusion in depleting the electron
flux during the dropout period.

Figure6a shows the simulated radial profile of the flux at
the pre-dropout and minimum dropout times. After the sud-
den dropout, the flux peak (atL∗

≈ 5) shifts inward, diffus-
ing in both directions. The inner region flux is enhanced with
the inward diffused flux, while the outer region flux is signifi-
cantly decreased. This decrease is a result of, as implemented
in the radiation belt modeling, the drift loss to the open drift
shell outside the magnetopause caused by the inward motion
of the magnetopause and the outward radial diffusion that is
further enhanced due to a sharp gradient at the magnetopause
boundary.

Since the goal of this study is to quantify how much of
the total loss in the radiation belt electrons is caused by
the drift loss coupled with the outward radial diffusion, the
relative reduction in the flux from pre-dropout to the mini-
mum dropout time is calculated using Eq. (6) and depicted
in Fig. 6b. Shown for comparison is the observed relative
flux change during the same time period (dot line). The total
electron flux observed by the GPS decreases by about 67 to
95 % for L∗ of 5.0 to 6.0 during the dropout time, with a
larger drop in the outer region. The simulation demonstrates
that the flux decreases by about 40 to 90 % in the same drift
shell region, roughly following the same decreasing tendency
while moving outward. This suggests that the loss mecha-
nisms specified in the simulation, i.e., magnetopause shad-
owing plus outward radial diffusion, can approximately ex-
plain 60 to 99 % of the sudden electron loss during the su-
perposed HSS event near the geosynchronous orbit (Fig.6c).
OutsideL∗ of 5.0, the above loss mechanism can explain
more than 93 % of the total dropout, but its contribution to
the inner region (L∗

≤ 5) is much less (60 %).

5 Discussion

Note that by comparing the flux quantity in a certain energy
level, the adiabatic effect cannot be completely neglected.
It can lead to a change in electron population observed at
a particular spatial position when the magnetosphere varies.
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Fig. 5. The flux at differentL∗ locations from(a) simulation and
(b) GPS observations. The two shaded regions represent two “in-
stances” in an average sense: pre-dropout time (12 h before the
epoch zero time, with±3 h spanning), and minimum dropout time
(5 h after the epoch zero time with±5 h spanning), respectively.

Nevertheless, the phase space density in the adiabatic coor-
dinate system in Fig.4a clearly demonstrates the decrease of
electron content in the outer radiation belt, indicating that the
electrons are truly lost due to the drift loss and outward radial
diffusion. In actual fact, the adiabatic effect contributing to
the flux variation during the dropout event is potentially min-
imized by studying the flux in the drift shellL∗ coordinate.
Furthermore, even if any adiabatic effect remains because of
the changing magnetospheric configuration, it makes, how-
ever, the same contribution in both the observation and simu-
lation since the same magnetospheric magnetic field model
(T89) is employed. Therefore comparing the relative flux
change will rule out the same adiabatic effect in both the sim-
ulation and observation.

Earlier observational works (Bortnik et al., 2006; Millan
et al., 2010; Loto’aniu et al., 2010; Turner et al., 2012) con-
ducted case studies of radiation belt dropouts during storm
events and suggested that the combination of magnetopause
shadowing and outward radial transport can explain the ob-
served dropout near and outside the geosynchronous orbit.
Numerical studies using a radial diffusion model with fixed
boundary locations and time-dependent boundary conditions
inferred from satellite measurements (e.g.,Brautigam and
Albert, 2000; Miyoshi et al., 2003; Shprits et al., 2006) were
able to reproduce main-phase dropouts in the outer radi-
ation belt energetic electron content. The study presented
here, unlike the above case studies and simulations with fixed
boundary locations, simulated an ensemble of HSS events
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Fig. 6. (a)The radial profile of the 0.649 MeV simulated flux at two “instances”: pre-dropout and minimum dropout time.(b) The relative
flux change in the simulation and in the GPS observation during the storm main phase (i.e., the flux change from the pre-dropout time to the
minimum dropout time).(c) The percentage contributed by the magnetopause shadowing (MS) plus the radial diffusion (RD) in the relative
flux change.

(67 superposed HSS events from 2005 to 2008) with an
explicit time-dependent,K-specific magnetopause boundary
(i.e., last closed drift shell) in the radial diffusion model to
capture the real loss out of the boundary. This study has
made another significant further step in quantifying the rel-
ative contribution of the effect of magnetopause shadowing
coupled with outward radial transport by comparing simu-
lation results with the relative flux change observed by the
GPS spacecraft. While previous studies only qualitatively
suggested that the above combined effect could mainly ex-
plain the electron radiation belt dropouts without showing
any percentage contribution to the observed dropout, this
work is able to determine the percentage of its contribu-
tion. A contribution of 93–99 % is found, suggesting that the
above coupled loss mechanism can be primarily responsible
for the total electron loss near the geosynchronous position
(L∗ > 5). Nevertheless, some additional loss mechanisms are
still needed to fully explain the electron loss in the inner re-
gion (L∗

≤ 5). This finding based on the numeric percent-
age is consistent with the qualitative conclusion from pre-
vious studies. Note that the diffusion coefficientDLL used
in the 1-D radial diffusion model afterBrautigam and Albert
(2000) merely represents the diffusion contributed from mag-
netic field perturbations; however, studies have shown that
the contribution from electric field perturbations can be sig-
nificant (e.g.,Ozeke et al., 2012; Tu et al., 2012). But the rel-
ative importance between the two is still under study. There-
fore, we carried out sensitivity tests by decreasing/increasing
the diffusion coefficientDLL by a factor of 2, 5 and 10 and
found that a larger diffusion coefficient results in slightly
more loss through the magnetopause boundary during the
storm main phase and hence the relative contribution by the
magnetopause shadowing coupled with the radial diffusion
increases by a few percent. This indicates that our quantita-
tive study is embedded with some uncertainty; however this
does not change the conclusion that the magnetopause shad-
owing coupled with the outward radial diffusion is nearly
responsible for the radiation belt electron dropout near the
geosynchronous orbit.

6 Conclusions

Since the fundamental question regarding the primary mech-
anism responsible for the energetic electron flux depletion in
the outer radiation belt remains controversial, this study has
made significant steps toward quantifying, rather than qual-
itatively determining, the effect of magnetopause shadow-
ing on the energetic electron dropouts during 67 HSS events
by comparing with GPS dropout observations. Unlike previ-
ous radial diffusion simulations with a fixed boundary loca-
tion, this study utilized a time-varying,K-dependent bound-
ary to represent the magnetopause boundary, i.e., the last
closed drift shell. Such a boundary setting allows for the ex-
plicit identification of flux loss due to magnetopause shadow-
ing. Results indicate that during the small but representative
storm events, the drift loss to the magnetopause (i.e, magne-
topause shadowing) together with outward radial diffusion is
mainly responsible for the electron loss, contributing approx-
imately 93–99 % of the total loss near the geosynchronous
orbit (L∗ > 5.0), but with the inner region (L∗

≤ 5.0) requir-
ing some additional loss mechanisms (only 60 % can be ex-
plained by the above coupled mechanism).

Future studies will be directed to quantify relative contri-
butions of other individual or mixed loss mechanisms, such
as pitch angle and energy diffusions, which can be included
within multidimensional models to represent wave–particle
interactions (e.g.,Beutier and Boscher, 1995; Albert et al.,
2009; Su et al., 2010; Subbotin et al., 2010; Tu et al., 2013).
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